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In  this thesis   the author discusses  iterative processes as a 
method for finding reros of various polynomials.     The material  is 
divided  into four sections:   deriving the  iterative function,   an 
illustrative   computer program,  attaining an  initial value,   and 
another  illustrative  computer program. 
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The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the problem of 
finding zeros of various functions through iterative methods. 
Chapter One is concerned with deriving an iterative function in such 
a manner as to insure that its fixed point is a zero of the function 
with which we started. 
The relevance of the Lipschitz Condition is unveiled as criteria 
are hypothesized and proven to insure the existence of the fixed point 
property.  After certain conditions have been formulated, Chapter One 
then deals with the actual derivation of an iterative function.  It 
also specifies under what conditions convergence to a fixed point can 
be accelerated. 
Chapter Two then takes the concepts of Chapter One, incorporates 
them into a computer program and illustrates what has been previously 
proven.  Two different iterative methods were applied to the same 
function and then accelerated processes were used on them. 
While Chapter One deals with the derivation of an iterative 
function and guaranteeing its convergence once the iteration process 
has started, Chapter Three theroizes a method to give an initial 
starting value for the process.  Thus, Chapter Three deals with 
Bernoulli's Method and the conditions which must be imposed to insure 
the proper starting value. 
Chapter Four is also a computer program with its data which is 
used  to illustrate the theory of Chapter Three.     Chapter Four also 
gives  a process of accelerating Bernoulli's Method. 
The author will assume  the following well-known properties of 
real-valued continuous functions. 
1) The  Identity function    I    defined by    I(x) = x    for all 
real numbers    x,   is continuous  for any real number    x. 
2) Let    m    and    b    be real numbers and define    f    by 
f(x) -   (mx + b)    for all real numbers    x,     then  for any 
real number    a,   Un f(x) ■ ma + b. 
3) Let    c    be a real number and define    f    by    f (x) - c 
for all  real numbers    x,   then for any  real number    a, 
4) For any  real number    a,   Urn I(x) - a. 
5) Let    a,   L, M    be real numbers,   let    f    and    g    be functions 
and suppose    l^m f(x) - L    and    l^m g(x)  = M,   then 
l£m  (f + g)   (x) - L + M. 
6) Let    a,   L,  M    be real numbers,   let    f    and    g    be functions 
and suppose    l^m f(x) - L    and l£m g(x)  - M,   then 
l£m (f   •   g)   (x)- L  •  M. 
7) Let    a,   L, M    be real numbers with    M * 0,   let    f    and    g 
be functions and suppose    l^m g(x)  - M    and    l£g f(x) - L. 
Define    F(x)   - f(x)   / g<*)    «« •"      *    ln   b°th the dOBaln °£ 
f    and    g   such that    g(x)  * 0.     Then,     l$m F(x) - L/M. 
vi 
8)     All Log functions are increasing on  the positive real number 
line. 
If any difficulty is encountered  in understanding the concepts 
and material of  this thesis,  please refer to  [4,  pp 61-96,  pp  146-161], 
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CHAPTER I 
ITERATIVE  FUNCTIONS 
Definition 1;     Let    X    be a set and let    f    be a function from 
X    into    X.     Then,   o    is  said to be a fixed point of    f    provided 
f(a) - a. 
Definition 2:    A function    f    from the interval     [a,b]     into the 
real numbers  is said  to satisfy  the Lipachitz condition provided there 
is an    L 2  0,   such  that if    x,,  x,  e   [a,b]     then 
|   f(x.)  - f(x.)   I   < L *   |  S.  - X,   |   .     The number    L    is  referred to 
as a Llpschitz constant for    f    on     [a,b]. 
Definition 3:     A sequence is a function whose domain is   the set 
of non-negative  integers. 
Theorem 1:     Let    f   :   [a,b] +    Reals satisfy the Llpschitz 
condition,   then    f     is continuous. 
Proof:     Since    f    satisfies  the Llpschitz condition,   there is an 
L a 0    such  that if    x.,  x2 e   [a,b]     then 
I   f(xx)   - f(x2)   I   s L  •   I   xx - x2   |. 
Let    P e   [a,b],   and let    e   > 0.     Let 1   - «   /   (L + 1)    and 
let    x e   [a,b]     such that     I  x-P   I   <S-       Then 
I   f(x)   - f(P)   I   £ L  •   I   x - P   I   5 
L  -5 - L  •   [e  /   (L + 1)]  - «   '   (L / L + 1)  < e. 
Therefore    f     is continuous. 
Theorem 2: If f : [a,b] •» [a,b] and f satisfies the Lipschitz 
condition with a Lipschitz constant L for f on [a,b] less than 1, 
then    f    has exactly one fixed point. 
Proof:     Let     I    be the identity function on     [a,b]     and let 
f   :   [a,b]  +  [a,b]     be a function satisfying the Lipschitz condition 
with a Lipschitz  constant    L    for    f    on     [a,b]     less  than 1. 
Define a function    g    on     [a,b]     by    g(x) - I(x)  - f(x)     for    all 
x £   [a,b]. 
By theorem 1,   f    is continuous on     [a,b].     Since the identity 
function    I     is continuous on    [a,b],   then    g    is continuous on 
[a,b],   [1,  Th.   1,   p 94]. 
Since    f   :   [a,b] -► [a,b]     then    f(a) a a    and    f(b)  £ b. 
Thus,    g(a) - a - f(a) s a - a - 0    and    g(b) - b - f(b) 2 b - b - 0. 
Since    g    is  continuous,   then by the Intermediate Value Theorem, 
(1,  TH.   1,    plOO],   there exists an    s <•   [a,b]     such that    g(s) - 0. 
But    s - f(a) - g(s) - 0    and therefore    f(s) - s.     Hence    f    has a 
fixed point,   s. 
Suppose  there  is a number    sx e   {a,b]     such that    f^) - By 
Then    f(8l)  - fOO " «i " •    
and     I   f(8l) " f(8)   I   "   I   8i " 8   '• 
Since    f    satisfies the Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant 
L    for    f    on  [a.b]     less  than 1,   then     I   fCsj) - f(s)   |  * L«|  »x -»  I 
thus     |   s.  - s   |   SL'I   8i " 8   '" 
Since    L < 1  then    sx - s.     Hence,  f    has exactly one fixed point. 
Example 1;     Let    f    be the function on     [0,1]     defined by 
f(x) -   (x + 4)   / 2     for all    x £   [0,1].     Then    f    satisfies  the 
Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant    L    for    f    on     [0,1] 
less than  1,   f    does not map     [0,1]     into    [0,1]    and    f    has no fixed 
points in     [0,1]. 
Proof:     Let    x.,   x, e   [0,1],   then 
f(xx) - f(x2) [(xx + 4)   / 2]   -  [(x2 + 4)  /  2]|-|   (xx  - x2)/  2| 
Thus    f    satisfies the Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant 
L    for    f    on     [0,1]     less  than    1. 
Since     f(0)  - 2,   f    does not map    [0,1]     into     [0,1].     Also 
by  [1,  THS.   1,3,5,6,  pp 144-146]     f'(x) - 1/2    for all    x e   [0,1]. 
Therefore by   [3,  TH.   6.7,  p 133]     f    is increasing on     [0,1]. 
Since     f(0)  - 2    and    f    is  increasing then    f    has no fixed 
points in     [0,1]. 
Example 2:     Let    f    be a function on     [1/2,4]    defined by 
f(x) -   (x2 + 4)   / 5    for all    x e   [1/2,4].     Then    f    satisfies  the 
Lipschitz condition on     [1/2,4],   f    does not satisfy the Lipschitz 
condition on     [1/2,4]     with Lipschitz constant    L    for    f    on     [1/2,4] 
less  than 1,   and       f    has 2 fixed points. 
Proof:     Let    L - 2    and let    xy   x2 e   [1/2,4].     By the Mean 
Value Theorem [3,   TH.   6.6 p 131],   there exists a number    c    in 
(1/2,4)    such that    f(xx)  - f(x2) - f'Cft)   '   fej - *2>-     But by 
[1,  THS.   1,3,5,6,   pp 144-146],  f(x)  -  (2x)   / 5    for all    x c   [1/2,4], 
and    1/5 <  f(c)   <  8/5,     hence     I   f'(c)   I   < 2. 
Thus 
I  f(xx)  - f(x2)   I -  I  f(c)  •   (xx -x2)   I - 
I   f'(c) 1   *1 - X2 
< 2 xl " x2 
Therefore    f     satisfies  the Lipschitz condition on     [1/2,4]. 
Since    f'(x) -   (2x)   /  5    for all    x «   [1/2,4],   f*     is positive 
on     [1/2,4].     Thus by  [3,  TH.   6.7,  p 133]     f    is increasing on  [1/2,4], 
Now,   f(l/2) - 17/20 > 1/2    and    f(4) - 4,     Therefore, 
f  :   [1/2,4] - [1/2,4]. 
But,   f    has two fixed points 1,   4 e   [1/2,4]    so by Theorem 2, 
f    does not satisfy the Lipschitz condition on    [1/2,4]    with 
Lipschitz  constant    L    for    f    on    [1/2,4]     less than 1. 
Theorea 3;    Let    f  :   [a,b] * [a,b]     satisfy the Lipschitz 
condition with Lipschitz constant    L    for    f    on     [a,b]     less  than 1. 
Let    xQ £   [a,b]    and for eacn non-negative integer    n    define 
x        - f(x ).     Then,   if    s    is the fixed point of    f, x    has  limit    s. 
n+1 n 
Proof:     Since    f    satisfies the Lipschitz condition, 
I   X1   -  8 
Assume 
-   |   f(xQ)  - f(a)   I   s L '   I   xQ - s  I. 
xk_1 - s  I  s L
k_1 •   I  XQ - s  I,    then 
-   8 " I f(xk-i} " f(8) ' * L ' ' Vi " ■' s 
L •   Lk_1   •   I   x0 - s   I   - L
k •   I   x0 - e   I . 
Thus, by aatheaatical induction,   if    n    is a non-negative integer, 
then     |   x    - s   I   * Ln  '   I   xQ - s   I. 
Let    «   > 0.    There is a  positive integer 
x„ - s   I   + DJ)  /   dog L).      Let    n  > N.     Since    L <  1 
- s   1+1)] 
N >   (log  [«   /   (I   xQ 
then    log L < 0.     Therefore, n  •   log L <  log  [e   /   (I   *Q 
c   I   (I  x„ - 8   I  + 1)1.     By [3,  TH.   9.22,  p 264] or    log Ln < log  [ 
n 
the  log function is increasing,  so    L    < « /  (|  x0 - s   I  + 1). 
Thus, 
X       -   8 
n 
< L n  . XQ   -   8     |     < 
[€    /    (I       XQ   -   8    I    +   1)J    •     I    XQ   -   8    |    =S   £. 
Therefore     l^n xn - ■ 
Theoren 4;     Let    f,   f     be continuous  functions on     [a,b]   and 
suppose there  is an    s  e   (a,b)     such that    f(s) ■ s    and    f'(s) - 0. 
Then there is a    d > 0    such that if    x. c   [a,b]     such that 
| i    - j   |   < d    and for each non-negative integer    n, xn+1 - f(
x„)» 
then      x    has   limit    8. 
Proof:     Let    dft -  (1/2)   [minimum {s - a, b - ■}]■     Since 
a,  b > 0    and    a  < s  < b    then    d. > 0.     Let    x e   [s - dQ,  s + dQ] 
then,  a s s - dQ <■ x    and    x <■ dQ + s < b    thus    x e   [a.bj.     Hence 
[s - d0,  s + dQ] c  [a.b]. 
If    0 <, d S dQ    then     [s - d, s + d]  c   [a,b].     Let    L    be a 
number such  that    0 < L <  1.     Since    f     is continuous then there 
exists a    d,   > 0    such that if     I   s - x   I   < dx    then 
I   f'(x)  - f'(s)   I   < L.     Let    d - minimum {dQ, d^■     Let 
x c   [s - d,   s + d].     By the Mean Value Theorem,   [3,  TH.   6.6,  p  131], 
there exists a number    c    between    x    and    s    such that 
f(x) - f(s) - f(c)  •   (x - «)•    Since 
s - c   |   < dr   I   f*(c) f(c) - f'(8)   I   < L. 
Therefore 
I    f(x)    -S     I    *    I    f(x)    "   f(B)     I    -    I    <*<*>    •    «"•)     I    S 
L-|x-8l<L#d<d. 
Thus,   f(x)   c   [. - d,   a + d]     and    f  :   [a - d.  s ♦ d]  - [. - d.   . + d]. 
Now,   for    *j, %2  e   [s  - d,   s - d]     by the Mean Value Theorem, 
[3,  TH.   6.6,   p 131],   there exists a number    k    such  that 
f(Xl)  - f(x2)  - f'(k)   •   (xx - x2).     But 
I   f(xx)  - f(x2)   I   -   I   f(k)   I   ■   I  xx - x2   I   < L •    I   x1 - x2   |. 
Thus,   f   :   [s - d,   s + dj ■»  [s - d,  s + d]    satisfies the Lipschitz 
condition with Lipschitz constant    L    for    f    on     [s - d,   s + d]     less 
than 1.     So by Theorem 3,  x    has limit    s. 
Theorem 5;     Let     f,   f,  f"    be continuous  functions on     [a,b] 
and suppose  there  is an    s e   [a,bj    such that    f(s)  - 0    and    f 
is never zero.     Then there is a number    d > 0    such that if 
xfl £   [a,b]     such  that     I   x_ - s   |   < d    and for each non-negative 
integer    n,   x        - x    -   [f(xn>  / *'(*,)!     t
hen    x    has  limit    s. 
Proof:     Define    G    by    G(x) - x -  [f(x)  / f'(x)]     for every 
x £   [a,b].     By  [1,  TH.   1,  p 94],   G    is continuous. 
Now,  G(s) - s  -  [f(s)   /  f'(s)] - s. 
By  [1,   THS.   2,3,4,   pp 144-145], 
G'(x) - 1 -   [<f'<x>   •   f (x)  - f(x)   •  f"(x))   /   (f(x))2]. 
By   [1,  TH.   1,   p 94]    G'     is continuous.    Also, 
G'(s) - 1 -   [(f(s)   •   f'(s)  - f(s)   •   f"(s))   /   (f(s))2]  - 1 - 1 - 0. 
Now since    G    is continuous on    [a.b]    G(s) - s,  G'(s)  - 0    then 
by Theorem 4,  there exists a   d > 0    such that if    xQ £  [a,b]    such 
that     |   x    - s   |   <  d    and for each non-negative integer    n, 
x_j.,  - G(x )     then    x    has limit    s. nxi n 
It is clear that this number    d    will work and the theorem is 
proved. 
For the remainder of   this chapter,   the symbols once defined will 
not change. 
Let    f   :   [a,b] ♦ [a,b]    satisfy the Lipschltz condition with 
Lipschitz constant    L    for    f    on    [a,b]     less than 1,   and let    f*     be 
continuous and never zero on    (a,b).     Suppose    x    e.   [a,b]    and 
f(x„)   * x   .     Define a sequence    x    by if    n    is a non-negative integer 
then    xn+1 - f(xn). 
Theorem 6;     For any positive integer    n,   f(x )  * XR. 
Proof:     Suppose there is a positive integer    j    such that 
f(x ) - x..     Let    k    be the smallest positive integer such that 
J J 
f(x.) - xfc.     Then    fCx^,) 
m \m {<\.i>    and    \-i * \    slnce    k 
is  the smallest positive integer such that     f(\)  " \    aai 
f(Vi> ■ V 
By the Mean Value Theorem,   [3, TH.   6.6,  p 131],   there exists a 
number    c    between    x.   ,     and    x^    such that 
f(xk_1) - fCx^ - f'(c)  •   6^4 " \>-    
But 9ince 
f(jL      ) - ffc^)  - 0    and    «^| - J^ * 0,   f'(c) - 0    which contradicts 
the fact that    f*     is never zero on    [a,b]. 
Therefore,  for any positive integer   n,  f(xn> * xn> 
Let s e [a.b] such that f(s) - s. For each non-negative 
integer n define dn - xn - s. By Theorem 6, if n is a non- 
negative integer then    dn * 0. 
Let    n    be a non-negative integer.       Since    s e   [a,b]     and 
xn t   [a.bj,   then    dn + s    is  in    [a.bj.     Since    f    is continuous on 
[a,b]     and differentiable on    (a,b),   then    f     is continuous on 
[s,  d    + s]     and dif ferentiable on     (s,  d    + s)    if    d    > 0:    and 
n n n 
f    is continuous on     [d    + s,  a]     and differentiable on 
(d    + s,  s)     if    d    < 0. 
n n 
Therefore,   by the Mean Value Theorem,   [3,   TH.   6.6,  p 131],   there 
exists a number    c    between      s     and    d    + s    such that 
n 
f(d    + s)   - f(s) - f'(c)   •   (dn + s - s). n n 
Since  c  is between s and d + s there is a 9  where 
n n 
0 <  G     <  1    such that    c - s + 8     •  d   .    Thus, n n        n 
f(d    + s)  - f(s)  - f*(s + 6     • d  )   •   d   .    Therefore,  if    m    is a n n        n n 
non-negative  integer,   there is a number 9      such that    0 S 8    < 1 m m 
and    f(d    + s)   - f(s)  - f (s + 6     *  d )   •  d   . m m        ■ m 
If    m    is a non-negative integer,   define 
to be     f'(s + 8     '   d  )   - f'(a). 
m mo 
Theorem 7;     Then    l^m e^ - 0. 
Proof:     By Theorem A,   Urn x    - s.     Since for each non-negative 
integer    m,     d    ■ x    - s,   then 
m        m 
lira d    - lim x    - lim s - s   "   s - 0.     Since for  each non-negative 
nr*01    in      m*°°    m      nr*00 
integer    m,   9       is greater  than or equal to    0    and less than 1, 
18     •  d     I   <   I   d     I.     Since    lim A   ■ 0,  then     ljm (9    •  dj - 0. 
ui in D ui'        ■» 
>y the continuity of     f',   1& f (s + 8^  •  dB) -  f' (s).    Thus, 
1*B6B-   lfc   f (8  +   6B   •   du)   -   11-   V (S)   -   f'(8)   -   f(8)   -   o. 
Theorem 8:     If    u    is a non-negative integer  then 
u+1 
£•(. + 8u   •  du)   •   du    and    lfe [(d^)   /   (dm)] - f (-)• 
Proof:     Let    u    be a non-negative integer.     Then 
d u+1 u+1 -   f (Xu   -   B)    -   f (du   +   B)    -   f (S) 
f(s + e   • d ) • d . u        u u 
If    ii    is a non-negative integer,  since 
f'(s + 6     •   dJ  - f'(s),  then    f(s + 6     *  d ) 
■        ■ in        11 
£    + f'(s)     and 
ID 
dBfl -  [£B + f*(«)]   '   da,  and     [(d^)  / dj -   [£B + f(s)].     Thus 
in i<w' (v] ■ m[£.+ f,(8)] - m e»+ mf,(s)- 
But by Theorem 7,  ttj        - 0.     Therefore, 
lji K^)   /   (dB)J - 0 + ^ f'(s) - 0 + f*(s) - f(e). 
Let    A -  f'(s).     Now,   f(s) - ^ [(f(x) - f(8))   /   (x - s)]. 
For each    x e   (a,b),   since    f    satisfies  the Lipschitz condition with 
Lipschitz constant    L    for    f    on     [a,b]     less  than 1 then 
I   f(x) - f(s)   I   <, L  '    I  x - B   I;  and therefore 
I   (f(x) -  f(s))   /(i-.)la    and 
- L S(f(x)  - f(B))   /   (x - s)  S L.     Thus    - L * f'(s)   * L;  and 
therefore,  A»f'(i)H<l. If is a non-negative integer, 







'  - 0. 
fen v ■ m(A v + «■(A w ■ & 
By Theorem 7,   l|m e    - 0,   thus    l^g 
Lm+1- 
J ♦ lii <« (2 
-0 + 0 + 0 + 0-0. 
"m+r 
For each non-negative integer    ■>  define 
Ax.-x^-x.    and    ^x.-xB+2-2xB+1 + x-.    Define a 
10 
sequence    x'     by    if    m    Is a non-negative integer,   th en 
mm m 
Theorem 10;     The sequence    x'     converges to    s    and    x'     converges 
to    s    faster than    x    in the sense that    lim [(x  *   - s)  /   (x    - s)]  - 0. 
Proof:     Let    w    be a non-negative integer.     By Theorem 8, 
dw+l / dw ' f'(s) + V     Slnce    f    l8    L1Pschltz. 
d  _  -  (A + e   )   •  d ,   and wfl       x w vr 
Vf2 (A +  Vtt1 Vl "  <A + W  "   (A + £w>   '  dw 
Since    x    » d    + s    then 
w        w 
A2 x    -d., +s-2d.,   -2s+d    + s - d   _  -2dJ, +d    - w wf2 wfl w v+2 w+1        w 
(A + W   '   (A + £w}  dw " 2   *   (A + £w>   "   dw + dw " 
dw •   [(A -  1)
2+ ev']. 
Thus,  if    m    is a non-negative integer,     then 
A2 x    - d     •   [(A - l)2 + «„']•     By Theorem 9,  lim c'  - 0.     Since 
|H HI ID IQ-r*** 111 
A ■ £'(•) S L < 1,   then    A - 1 * 0.     Since if    p    is a non-negative 
integer,   then    d    * 0,   and     (A - l)2  > 0,   and    l^g tj  - 0,   there is 
2 
a non-negative integer    z    such that if    m 2 z,     then    A    x^ * 0. 
Let    q    be an integer such that    q > z.    Then 
A Xq  "   (Xq+l  
_ V  "   (Vl + S  "  dq  " 8)  "   (dq+l  " V  " 
(A + e   )   •  d    - d 
q        q      q 
(A + % - 1)   •  dq 
Also, 
11 
\ ~  l«A + % " l>* ' dq
2) /(((A " 1)2 + U?  • V * 
dq ' Id - (A + €q - l)
2) / ((A - l)2 + e   •)] - 
dq ' I(V - 2 % <A " D " *q
2> / ((A - I)2 + if»)]. 
Thus, If m Is an integer such that m 2 z, then 
V " 8 " d» !<««' - 2 e  (A - 1) - e_ ) / ((A - 1)Z + e ')]. 
By Theorems   7 and  9    Ug e    - 0    and    MB e   '  - 0. 
Thus x  '   - a - 0    and ■ i  _ s.     So,  x'     converges  to    s. 
Let    t    be an Integer such that    t    z.     Then 
<xt'   - s)  /   (xfc - s) -  <xt'  - s)   / dt - 
(«t«   - 2 €t   (A - 1)  - et
2) I   ((A - l)2 




In this  chapter we use the techniques discussed in Chapter One 
and apply them to the function: 
f(x) -X    -X    -x-1. 
The following program uses two different methods to derive  the 
iterative schemes  and  then uses some accelerated methods on their 
iterates.     The first iterative scheme is determined by setting 
f(x) - 0    and solving for an    x.    Thus,   the iterative scheme is 
defined by 
Vl-1+(1/ V +  (1  ' *n2) 
The second method used to derive an iterative scheme is called 
Newton's Method.     It is defined as follows: 
n+1        n n n 
Note how much faster this scheme converges than the first one. 
With the sequence of numbers obtained from the two previous 
iterative methods,   an accelerated process,   Steffenaon's Method, 
(referred to in the program data as little Aitken's Method), is 
applied.     It  is easily seen how much faster the iterates converge  to 
their fixed point   than either of the previous methods.     Then for the 
final process, Aitken's *2    Method,   (referred to as big Aitken's 
Method), was  incorporated,  using as its initial values,   the first 
three iterates obtained from the first and second iterative schemes. 
13 
Aitken's •        method can be seen to converge quicker than any of the 
previously mentioned schemes. 
The program and data are as  follows: 
, 
♦PL/C      C'TIMF»<,003),PAGES«010,NOBOUNDARY' ) 
•OPTIONS   IN   EFFECT* 
♦OPTIONS   IN   FFFECT* 
PAGESs010,TIME»(000,003).ERRORS«(050»050}.SORMGIN«(002,OT2,OOn,LINEeNT»flfcO,NOROUNDARY, 
FLACW,XREF,ATR,N0L 1ST, UOEF, SOURCE, DUMP, NOOHMPARR A Y.MOl.NncnMMENTS.CHECK 
ROUGHI   PROCEOURE   OPTIONS   (MAINJ| 
*THT   LEVEL   NEST   BLOCK SOURCP   STATEMENT 
PL/C«R6.'500O      03/05/73   23153   PACE 
10  PIELD 
1 
2     1 
3     1 
«     1 1     1 
5     ! 1    1 
6     1 
7     1 
0     ! 
9     1 
10     J 1    1 
11     1 1    1 
13     1 2    1 
14    1 2    1 
15    ! 2    1 
16    1 2    1 
17     1 1    1 
18     1 1    1 
If     1 1    1 
20     1 1    1 
21     1 
22     1 
23     1 
24     1 
25     1 1    1 
26     1 1    1 
27     J 1    1 
28     1 I    1    1 
10     ! I    2    1 
31     ! t    2    1 
32     ! I    2    1 
33 I    ?    1 
34 I    1    1 
35 I    1    1 
3* 1    1    1 




•1 1    1    1 
•2 1    1    1 
• 3 1    1    1 
44 I    1    1 
46 1    2   1 
47 1    2   1 
48 1    2    1 
ROUOHl PROCEOURE OPTIONS (MATN)i 
DECLARE A(l00),B(l00),C(l00),Dn00i.F(10n>,F(l00).<;(100)t 






00 I«2 TO 1001 
X»l*l/X*l/X**2l 
IF AB3(AB9fX>-ABS(Xn><.0000001 THFN 00| 
Ni«I| 
■cntxi 














IF ABSfABS(xi-ABS(XT)X. 0000001 
N2«Il 
C(I)«X| 















GO TO NEWACCl 
THFN DH| 
0(1)«2.8l 
!.ABS(XTn<. 0000001 THEN 00| 
RDUGHl   PROCEDURE   0 
STMT   LEVEL   NEST   §LO 
49     1 2 
50     1 1 
51     1 1 
52     1 1 
53     1 1 
5«     1 
55     1 
5*     1 
57     1 1 
58     1 1 
59     J 1 
60     1 1 
62     1 2 
63     1 I 
64     1 2 
65     1 2 
66     1 1 
67     1 1 
66     1 1 
69     1 1 
70     I 
71     1 
72    1 
73    1 
74     J 
75    1 
76     J 
77     1 
79     J 
80     1 
81     1 
82     1 
83     1 
84      | 
85 
86     ! 
87     ! 
88     ] 
89     ! 
































60 TO AL6BACt 
ENOf 
l 
PL/C-R6.'5000  05/85/75 *3l55 PA6E   2 
IB PIPL* 





ALOBACf   F(l)«2.Bt 
XT-1001 
Kal.Si 




IF   ABS(AB3fX)-ABS<xni<.0000001    THEN   on, 
N5»It 
F(I)«X| 






NEWBACI   6(1)«2.8| 
XT»l00t 
X«2.8| 








IF   ABSfABSfX)-ABS(XT)X.0000001 
N6»ll 
•CZI«X| 





THEN   DHi 
ROUGHt PROCEDURE OPTIONS fMAIN)f 
8TMT LEVFL NEST BLOCK      SOURCE STATEMENT 
PL/C-R6.'500I>  03/05/73 23133 PAGE 
IB FIELD 
107 111      ENO| 
108 1 1      EINISHI 
PUT PAGEf 
109 1 1      PUT EDITCTHE FOLLOWING COLUMNS 
R 6 OIEEERENT ITERATION METHODS 
ACT.'. 
EACH COLUMN REPRESENTS THE EOLLO 
fX)«1*!/X*l/X**2». 'COLUMN 2 - 
AND THE VALUES FROM E(X)»1*1/X*1 
NEKTONS METHOD', 'COLUMN 4 - 
AND THE VALUES EROM NEWTON3 MET 
BIG AITKENS METHOD AND E(X)«1*1 






DO I«l TO Jl 
PUT EDTTfAfI),'.')fXf5i.E(4),A}| 
IE N1>«I THEN PUT |OXTflCt»CX( 
ELSE PUT EOITC ■ 
IE N3>«I THEN PUT IOXTCBCX))CX( 
ELSE PUT EDITC • 
IE N2>«I THEN PUT EOXTCCCinCXf 
ELSE PUT EOITC ' 
IE N4>«I THEN PUT EDIT(EtI)HXf 
ELSE PUT EOITC • 
IE N5>«I THEN PUT EDITCFfI)>f*f 
ELSE PUT EOITC ' 




LIST THE NUMBER DF ITERATIONS NEEDED EO 
TO cnNVERGP TO A'.     'SPECIFIED ACCUR 
KINGl'.     'COLUMN 1 m   ITERATIONS BY E 
ITERATIONS USING LITTLE AITKEN8 METHOD 
/X**?'.    'COLUMN 3 • ITERATIONS USING 
ITERATIONS USING IITTLE AITKENS METHOD 
HOD', 'COLUMN S • ITERATIONS U8IN6 
/X*l/X**?',    'COLUMN 6 • ITERATIONS II 

























ATTRIBUTES   ANO  REFERENCES 
fOAUTOMATIC.ALIGNED.DECIMAL,FiOATf6* 
2.4.115 
GENERIC.BUlLT-tN   FUNCTION U, 11.11.28.?8.2*.44.44.44.60.60.60.77.77.77.98.98.9* 
STATEMENT   LARFL   CONSTANT 
32.38 




ROUGHi   PROCEOURE   OPTIONS   (MAIN)| PL/C«B6.'500O     03/05/73   23153   PAGE 


































(*i AUTOMATICAL ISNEO, DECIMAL .FLOAT (6 j 
2.23.31.30,57.57.58.58,58,59.123 
(#) AUTOMATTC.ALIftNFn.DPCIMAL .FLOAT f 6) 
2,38.07,50.120 
(*) AUTOMAT ICALIRNFO, DEC TMAL.FLOATffci 
2.50,63.66.1*6 
(*) AUTOMATIC, ALIGNED. DECIMAL, PL OAT (6) 
2.70,80,83.129 









GENERIC,BUILT-IN   FUNCTION 
113 
STATEMENT   LABEL   CONSTANT 
48,50 
STATEMENT   LABEL   CONSTANT 
81,87 














RfluGHi   PROCEDURE   OPTIONS   (MAIN)| 
DCL   MO, IOENTIPIER 
PL/C«R6.'5O0O      03/05/73   23153   PACE 





























WARNING     CGOC   NO   PILE   9PECIPIE0.   8VSIN/SVSPRTNT   ASSUMED. 
19 
The following results are the data from the previous computer 
program Illustrating the various methods on the function 
f(x) - x3 - x2 - x - 1. 
Column 1 is iterations derived from the iterative sequence: 
An+1 - 1 +  (1 / x ) + (1 / x 
2) 
Column 2 is iterations derived from using Steffenson's accelerated 
method on the iterations derived from Column 1. Note that the 
convergence occurs in 1/2 the time. 
Column 3 is iterations obtained from using Newton's Method: 
x A1- x - <f(x ) / f(x )) 
n+1   n     n      n 
Column A is iterations using Steffenson's accelerated method on the 
iterations  from Newton's Method.    Note accelerance. 
Column 5  is iterations using Aitken'sJ2    method of accelerated 
convergence using the first three values of Column 1.     Note that it  is 
faster than Steffenson's Method. 
Column 6  is iteration. using Aitken's   J2    accelerated method using 
as its values  the first three iterates derived from Newton's Method. 
THE   FOLLOWING   COLUMNS   LTST   THE   NUMBER   OF    ITERATIONS   NEEDFD   FOB  A   niFFFRENT   ITFRATTON   METHODS   TO  CONVERGE   TO   A 
SPECIFIED   ACCURACY. 
EACH  COLUMN   REPRESENTS   THE   FOLLOWlNGl 
COLUMN 1 • ITERATIONS  5V   F(xj«l*1/X*1/X**2 
COLUMN 2 • ITERATIONS   USING   LITTLE   AITKENS   METHOD   AND  THF   VALUES   FROM F(X)«1*1/X*1/X**2 
COLUMN S • ITERATIONS   USlNGNEWTONS   METHOD 
COLUMN 4 • ITERATIONS   USING  LITTLE   AITKENS   METHOD   AND  THF   VALUFS   FROM   NFWTONS   METHOD 
COLUMN 5 • ITERATIONS   USING   RIG   AITKENS   METHOD   AND  FfX1«1 ♦ ! /X*1/X**2 














2. 1.48469387 1.66742042 2.19054373 
1.62165411 1.91634294 1.67324419 
5. 1.12719500 1.64996563 
1.91073914 1.63906420 1.64018608 1.84341690 
• • 1.69109914 1.84331702 
1.84316771 1.63926671 1.63926668 
1.63926670 
5. 1,94100419 1.84082320 1.63929913 
1.63928675 1.83928675 1.63926675 
6. 1.76062543 1.83987033 1.83926675 
1.63926675 
7. 1.87699546 1.63950912 
1.83926675 
B, 1.61660651 1.83937135 
'. 1.85550195 
1.63931697 
IP. 1.63060029 1.63929901 
11. 1.84467659 
1.83929142 





























IN STMT     135     PROGRAM   RETURNS   FROM   MAIN   PROCFDURF 
ALL   ACTIVE   BLOCKS   AND   SCALAR   AU70MATIC   VARIABLES 
BLOCK  n 1   (MAIN   PROCEDURE) 
N6" 3 
N3» 16 






y»   l.'839?8E*00 
X2"   l.«392*E*00 
7«   5.'o70J5F*00 
!■ 37 
Nil   1.P3928E+00 
ws   9.'992n0f»15 
Lrni* «, count  L.«L"»T,V jm JJUJT  u.^", JT« gujj  UJJUHM ;;;; <Jgt  i»*/ ;«t ej«jj 
ROUGH 0001   00001     FINISH IU>8   noon.      M -I AI. 
ALGACC 0036   00001      NEWT 0021   00001 



















013-5* 01I5O0IZ7 rvTFRNAL   8T0R«6E   0000.   AUTOMATIC   8TORAGE   6082.   UNUSED   67' 
COPE  USAGE(6YTE8).   SYMBOL   7ABLE   3696.   ORJECT   CODE   8300.   STATIC   ANO   EXTERNAL 
COHPTLE   TIME        1.53   SECONDS. 




N N—l Definition:     If    P(x)  - a.  z    + a    z        +  •   •   • + a„    is a 
polynomial  then  its associated difference equation  is 
a0 Xn + al Vl +  *   •   '  + *N VN " °- 
Definition:     A dominant  zero of a polynomial is a zero whose 
modulus  is not exceeded by  the modulus  of any other zero. 
For the remainder of   this  chapter,   the symbols once defined will 
not change. 
Let    P(z) - aQ z
N + ax z
N_1 + •   •   • + ^    be a polynomial with 
an associated difference  equation 
a0 Xn + al Xn-1 +  *   '   '  + *N VN    and  let    z±.   z2   ■   ■   ■   ^ 
be the roots of    P.       Let     X    be a solution of 
an x   + 0    n 
ax        - 0.     Then by   [4,  TH.  6.3,  p 136]   there are 
n    n-N 
numbers    c.,   c_,   c,,   •   •   ■   <^ 8«cn that 
x-c    z
n+...-c     z".       Suppose    z.     is a single dominant 
nil n    N -1 
zero of    P.     Suppose also  that    Cj * 0.     Define a sequence    q    by, 
for each non-negative integer n,  qn - (
x





Theorea 9;       Then,   q converges  to    2 
1' 
Proof:     If    n    is a non-negative integer,  then 
*n+l 




. r(i+(c2/Cl) (.^/.^H. . .♦( VCl) ^V^ 
L(l+(c2/Cl)(22n  /  2in    )+...+(cN/Ci)(2Nn     lzn    })J 
Hl-f (c2/Cl) (82/«1)
nfl4-. • >+ (cN/Cl) ( V^)"^)"] 
Zl   •   |_(l+(c2/Cl)(*2/Zl)n    +...+(cN/c1)(zN/z1)n    )J 
Since for    i - 2,3,-•■ N    then    z 
4«- 
Now, 
lia   x  ,,  ■ lim 
0*"     n+1      n-*» 
n»      Zl  '   Ai» 
/«!   ■ f(l+(c2/Cl) (z2/»1)n+V- • ^(Cg/c^ (V^)"*1) 
I        l(l+(c2/c1)(z2/z1)n    +...+(cN/c1)(zN/z1)n    , 
ri>(c,/c1)(z2/z1H-.-f(cN/c1)(zn/z1)
n+1] 
[i+<c2/Cl) <z2/z1w- • •+VCl> (znyZl).« J 
Since    (z     /  z  )   <  1    then by   [5,  TH.   320   (e),  p 50], 
l^S     K«j  / ^V 0    for    i - 2,3,-   •   •   N Thus 
iia ra+^/c,) (2,/z, >+• • gjytj cyy|n _ 
La+<c2/c1)(z2/z1)+.--+<c /^Hz^)"  J 
and since    z      is a constant    l^git Zj - 2j      therefore 
nil (Vl I Xn)  ■ "l 




3 2 In this chapter,   the function    P(x) - z    - 3 z    +4    is used to 
illustrate Bernoulli's method.     By   [4, Alg 7.1,  p 147]   the sequence 
determined by the recurrence relation is   x   ■ 3i    . - 4 x_ ,. n n-i n-j 
This relation is used to obtain the    x      and    x    .    values.     From 
these values,   the ratio      x   ..   / x„    is formed.     With the condition n+1       n 
imposed as  previously stated in Chapter 3,  the convergence to a 
zero of    P(x)     is guaranteed.     Or,   if the convergence is slow then 
the ratio can be used as an initial value for one of the previously 
mentioned methods. 
Once again we are confronted by what values with which to start. 
By [4,  STMT.   7-15,  p 153]   if the following starting values are chosen 
x-n+t  - X-n+2 *-l " °. *0 
then it is assured  that one of our condition for convergence is met - 
Cj     0.    However by   [4,  TH.   7.4,  p 153]   if we choose the starting 
values in the  following manner 
^ ■ (- l/a0)  •   [(1*1) -w-i + «Hc «0 + Vl Xl + '   '  ' + al "K-1' 
where    k - 1,   2,   •   •   •  N - 1    then faster convergence is assured. 
The following program illustrates Bernoulli's method using both 
sets of starting values.     The    Xn    values are derived from the 
reccurrance relation.     The    0^    values are the ratio of each two 
consecutive    X   's.     The    0^"    value, are derived from using 
25 
Steffenson's method to accelerate convergence of the    Q 's. 
A number of the form 
n.nnnnE - 17    means    n.nnnn x 10 
where    n    is an integer. 
Note  the difference that  the starting values made and also 
Steffenson's method on the second set of numbers.     The program and 
data are as  follows. 
•PL/C 
♦OPTIONS   IN   EFFECT* 
•OPTIONS   IN   EFFECT* 
PAGESa030.TIMEB(n00#O15)»FRRORS«{050,050).SO9MGINa(002.0T2,0An»LINECNTan60.POilNOARY. 
PLAGW,XREF, ATR,NOL 1ST,UOFF»SOURCE,DUMP,NOOUMPARR»Y,M91,NnC0MMENTS.CHECK 
TESTi   PROCEDURE   OPTIONS   (MAlN)i 
STMT   LFVEL   NEST   BLOCK SOURCE   STATEMENT 
PI. /C»»6.'5000     03/06/73      Oil*   PAGE 
10   FIELD 
1 
2     1 
3     ! 
a   I 
5     1 
8     ! 
10     1 
tl     1 1    1 
13     1 1    1 
14     1 
15     1 
16     1 
19     1 
20     1 1     1 
21     1 1    1 
24     1 1    1 
25     1 1     1 
31      1 2    1 
32     1 2    1 
33     1 1    1 
35     J 1    1 
36     1 1    1 
37      1 1    1 
39     1 1    1 
42     1 2    1 
«3     1 2    1 
aa    i 1    1 
45     l 1    1 
46     ] 
47      1 
4S      1 
49     1 1    1 
50      1 1    1 
51      1 1    1 
52     1 1    1 
56     ! 2    1 
57     1 1    1 
58     1 1    1 
59     J 
60      1 
61      1 
6a    1 
65     1 1    1 
66      ] 1    1 




ZZC999J)   FL0AT(16)l 
0I*10f   Rial 0 r   A«al| 
RPalOl   SFalOl 
00   Kal   TO   3l 
Z(K)afl|    ZZfK)aO| 
ENDi 
ZZ(3)alt 
GET   LIST   (X(31fX(2)fX(!))l 
X3«X(3JI   X?aXC2)i   Xl«X(t)f 
DO   I«4   TO   999| 
X(I)a3*X3»4*Xll 
XlaX2i   X2aX3t   X3aX(Iil 
IF   X(I)>a   10   THEN   DO IXfaXl/lOt   XltXIVlftl    Xl#*S/tOl   XClivlClfrJftl 
Z(I)«Z(IJ*ll 
ENDi 
IF   X(It 
ELSE   Ji 
QCT-3)« 




THEN  GO 
THEN   JaXd-D/lOl 
TO   BYPASSi 
IF   ABS(0(I»3J-Gn<.00000ni 
GO   TO   OPRIMEl 
ENDi 
BYPASS!   0IaGU-31l 
ENDi 
COiJNTl«I-ll 
OPRIMEl   COUNTll»COUMTl»5l 









LAST,» ..»i GET   LIST   (V(S>#Vf21#vn>)l 
Y3aY(3)l   Y2«V(2)I   VlayfDi 
00   1*4   TO   999| 
Y(I)a3*V3««*Yll 
VlaY2i   Y2aY3|    VSWCDl 
THEN   not   CO'lNTl   all 
THEN   DOI   CnuNT11«P*ll GO   TO  LA9T1 I 
TESTl PROCEDURE OP 



















































































K       SOURCE STATFMFNT 
zzm»zzn-ht 
IF Y(I)>« 10 THEN nOiVl 
ZZ(I)»ZZfI)*1t 
ENOt 










DO P«l TO C0UNT22I 
T«(R(P*2J-2*R(P*l)*RtP> 















PUT EDIT (•#*********** 
,I********************* 
PUT SKIPf 






DO M«L TO NUHf 
IF   C0UNT1>«H   THEN   DOi 
PUT   EDTTfM.3,XfMJ,'E*»f 
F(14,8))t 
IF   M«3<COUNTU    THEN   PUT 
ENDj 
PUT EDIT (•••HCOUIHNH 
IF COUNT2>«H THEN OCi 
PUT   E0TT(H-3,Y(M),»E*'» 
XC2),F<10,8))f 
IF   M«3<COUNT22   THEN   PUT 
ENOt 
PUT   SKIP! 
ENOt 
END   TESTt 
Pl/e-Pfc.SflOO      03/06/73      0119   PAGE 
in FiFLn 
VI /mi   VtlYI'lOl    Y3«V3/11|   Yfli«Y(TJ/JOt 
Yti»n/ioi 
001   THEN  Ofli  COUNT?   «li 
-5| 
)f 






**************************************** Hi* AM 
zeLn'-'^^f^.'F + '.zzanfFfsvxf^.Ffia.B). 






TEST| PROCEDURE OPTIONS (MATN)i 
HTMT LEVEL NEST BLOCK      SOURCE STATEMENT 
Pt./C-R6.'5000  03/06/73  011«» PARE   5 
10  EIELR 
















AUTOMATIC. ALIGNER. DECIMAL, FLOAT (6) 
7.112.112.111,11? 
GENERIC,BUILT-IN   FUNCTION 
39,52,82,96 
STATEMENT   IA8EI    CONSTANT 
38,40 
AUTOMATIC. ALIGNER, RFC IMAL.FLOAT (6) 
01,06,07,100,117 
AUTOMATIC. ALIGNER,RFC IMAL,FLOAT (6) 
07,08,50,59,120 




AiiTHMiTTT. ALTGNFO.BINARY,ETXFOf 15.1) .... _ •, „ 
J9!20;^2!^r25:30.30.;i,31.33..33.?0.55.?6;36.?7.3«».0l.a0.06.60.65.68.( 
70,75.75.76.76,7". 78,79.80,81,81,82.80.67.89 
AUTOMATIC, ALIGNER. DECIMAL,FLOAT( 161 
3»30,3«i,36 
AUTOMATIC. ALTGNER. DECIMAL,FLOAT( 161 
3,79,80,81 




STATEMENT   LAML   CONSTANT 
55,60 
ST*TFMFNT   LA8PL   CONSTANT 
<»9,100 
;«^™:;":;^""^<« * «*» 
GENERIC,BUILT-IN   FUNCTION 
100 
TESTt   PROCEDURE   OPTIONS   (MAIN)| 
DCL  *0. IDENTIFIER 
Pl./ORfc.'SOOn      03/06/73     0119   PARE 





































STATEMENT   LAIII    CONSTANT 
02.47 























TFSTl PROCEDURE OPTIONS (MAlN)i 








PL/r«R6.'5nOO      03/06/73      0119   RACE        5 
ATTRTBUTFS   AMD   RFFFPFNCFS 
AUTOMATIC, ALIGNED, OFCIMAI. .FLOAT (16* 
3,16,20,22,23.?9,29 
(OAUTOMATTC.AI.IGNFD.OECIMAL.FI 0»TH6> 











»»»NING     CGOC   NO   FILE   SPECIFIED.   SVSIN/3YSPRINT   ASSUMED. 
31 
The following pages are the data from the previous mention program 
Two different sets of data were used.    The first set of data is 
described by  the first four columns of the output,   the second set of 
data is described by  the second four columns of output 
The    N   columns are the subscripts for our    XN    column.    The 
first    XN    value being given the notation    x _„,   the second    x _.    and 
so forth. 
The    XN     columns are  the successive iterants defined by our 
recursive relationship, they  get large as    N    gets large. 
The    QN    columns are the ratio of each set of consecutive    XN's. 
these values eventually converge to    Zy 
The    QN"     columns are an accelerated method used on the    QN s. 
Note how much faster  the data using the specially selected 
starting points attain these approprate values to six decimal place 
accuracy. 
*«t********** *********************************************************************************** ************************ 



















































































































3.00000000 * 1 
2.46198830 * 2 
2.73913003 * 3 
2.27697070 * u 
1.32012012 * 5 
2.17981169 * 6 
2.06250666 * 7 
2.12057505 * 6 
2.08336226 * 9 
2.09016573 * 10 
2.07700801 * 11 
2.07682010 * 12 
2.06870719 * 13 
2.06370960 * Ifl 
2.06093707 * 15 
2.O578A330 * 16 
2.05006533 * 17 
2.05176625 * 18 
2.00915816 * 19 
2.00686660 * 20 
2.00077000 * 21 
2.00286031 * 22 
2.0A109023 * 23 




























































































If 1.35306148E*   18 
56 2.754201S7E*   18 
57 5.60447953F.*   18 
58 1.140U126E*   19 
59 2.31865324E* 19 
>0 4.71416792E* 19 
,1 9.58205672E* 19 
1,2 1.947156IIE* 20 
>3 3.99960178E* 20 
,u B.03498186E* 20 
H 1.6319120SE* 21 
>* 3.31221338E* 21 
>7 6.72281S39E* 21 
s« 1.36423920E* 22 
>o 2.76783146E* 22 
rn 9.61436904E* 22 
fl 1.13861502E* 23 
'? 2.30871230E* 23 
<\ 4.68038989E* 23 
F<l 9.48670955E* 23 
T5 1.92252786E* 24 
th 3.89542764E* 24 
T7 7.89159910E* 24 
T8 1.59646858E* 25 
T9 3.2S723469E*   25 
60 6.55506444E*   25 
81 1.32713189E*   26 
62 2.686501B2E*   26 
63 5.43747968E*   26 
64 1.10039114E*   27 
65 2.22657270E*   27 
66 4.50472625E*   27 
67 9.11261417E* 27 
!6 1.84315516E* 28 
>9 3.72757500E* 28 
>0 7.53767935E* 28 
II 1.52404173E* 29 
>? 3.08109S20E* 29 
13 6.22621368E* 29 
»u 1.25864747E* 30 
»S 2.54410432E* 30 
>6 5.14102743E* 30 
>7 1.03876924E* 31 
>6 2.09866599E* 31 
>9 4.23958700E*   31 
100 8.56368405E*   31 
101 1.72963881E*   32 
102 3.4930B165E*   32 
103 7.05177133E*   32 
10fl 1.42427587E*   33 
105 2.B7559496E*   33 
106 5.80527634E*   33 
107 1.17187255E*   34 
106 2,365379671*   34 
09 4.77402MOE*   34 
10 9.63459928E*   34 
11 1.94422671E*   35 
12 3.9230687SE*   35 
13 7.915S6809E* 35 

























































































































115 3.22133171E*   36 2.01734104 
,]6 6.49844797E*   16 2.01719197 
U7 1.31076649E*   37 2.01704505 
HP 2.64368679E*   37 2.01690100 
119 5.33168118E* 37 2.01675977 
110 1.078197751* 38 2.016620fl9 
121 2,16B11855E* 38 2.01648331 
12? 4,371683181* 38 2.01634877 
123 B.8142583SE*   38 2.01621621 
120 1.77701011E* 39 2.01608579 
125 S.58241714E* 39 2.01593744 
126 7.22134800E* 39 2.01383113 
127 1.45565234E* 40 2.01370680 
128 2.93399018E* 40 2.01558441 
129 S.9131S133E* 40 2.01346391 
110 1.19174446E* 41 2.01534526 
1S1 2.40163732E* 41 2.01322642 
132 4.839S7144E* 41 2.01511335 
133 9.731TJ643E* 41 2.01499999 
134 1.96466600E* 42 2.01488833 
135 3.938769431* 42 2,01477832 
136 7.9756137SE* 42 2.01466992 
137 1.60673771E* 43 2.01456310 
138 3.23670337E* 43 2.01443783 
139 6,51987064E* 43 2,01433406 
140 1.31326610E* 44 2,01425178 
141 2.64311616E* 44 2.01415094 
142 5.32740024E* 44 2.01405152 
143 1.07291363E* 45 2.01395346 
144 2.16069442E* 45 2.01385681 
145 4.15112S17E* 45 2.01376146 
146 8.76171300E* 45 2.01366742 
147 1.76423673E* 46 2.01337U66 
148 3.55226092E* 46 2.01348314 
144 7.15209677E* 46 2.01339285 
150 1.4S993433E* 47 2.01330376 
151 2.89889864E* 47 2.01321585 
152 5.8S585723E* 47 2.01312910 
153 1.17878343E* 48 2.01304347 
154 2.36479084E* 48 2»0t;?922!S 
153 4.76002961E* 48 2,01287553 
156 9.58095517E* 48 2.01279317 
157 1.926S7021E* 49 1,61171186 
158 3.88109879E* 49 2.01263157 
159 7.81091430E* 49 2.01255230 
160 1.57192620E* 30 2'°1ia.I!,f i 
161 3.16333909E* 50 2«01!'!!!2, 
162 6.36363137E* 50 2.01232032 
163 1,280924991* 31 2»0t!?**2! 
164 2.57743933E* 31 '•OI!lI?25 
165 5.186657S6E* 31 2.0120967/ 
166 1.04144TI1E* 12 *«2!?2«?2 
167 2.09936390E* 32 *»01!?52 ! 
168 4.22367477E* 32 *.M »8»»• 
169 8.49723347E* 32 ■••JSSlJl! 
170 1.70942427E* 33 2.0 17MJJ 
171 3.43860292E* 33 2.0\\tll„, 
172 6.91751439E* 33 2.0 If"** 
173 1.39148466E* 34 2.01153806 

















































































































































































































































235 8.69926783E*  72 2.00849838 
236 1.74721343E*  73 2.00846262 
237 3.309194S8E*  75 2.008*2696 
238 7.04775662E*  73 2.00839160 
239 1.41544081E*  74 2.00839654 
240 2.84266061E* 74 2.00832177 
?4i 5.708B7918E* 74 2.00828729 
2tt2 1.14648742E*   79 2.00825309 
243 2.30239804E*  79 2,00821917 
244 4.62364249E*  79 2.00818553 
245 9.28497764E* 75 2.00815217 
246 1.86493407E*  76 2.00811907 
247 3.74414924E*  76 2.00808625 
248 7.91844468E*  76 2.00805369 
249 1.90971977E* 77 2.00802139 
250 3.03190122E*  77 2.00798934 
251 6.0871M80E*  77 2.00799755 
252 1.22224483E*  78 2.00792602 
253 2.49414900E*  78 2.00789473 
254 4.92739668E*  78 2.00786369 
255 9.89379073E* 78 2.00783289 
256 1.98647761E*  79 2.00780234 
257 3.98839418E*  79 2.00777202 
258 8.00766626E*  79 2.0077*193 
259 1.60770883E*   80 2.00771208 
260 3.22776881E*   80 2.00768245 
261 6.48023994E*  80 2.00769306 
262 1.30098849E*   81 2.00762388 
263 2.61189782E* 81 2.00759493 
?6U 5.243477S0E*  81 2.00736620 
265 1.05264787E*  82 2.00753768 
266 2.11320048E*  82 2.00750938 
267 4.24221044E*  82 2.00748129 
268 8.5160S984E*  82 2.00743341 
269 1.70993176E*  83 2.00742374 
270 3.43171U0E*   83 2.00739827 
271 6.8B8717S8E*  83 2.00737100 
272 1.38280251E*  84 2.00734394 
273 2.77372308E*  84 2.00731707 
274 5.57168230E*  84 2.00729040 
275 1.118S8368E*  85 2.00726392 
276 2,24486183E«   85 2.00723763 
277 4.50541236E*  89 2.00721153 
278 9.04420245E*  85 2.00718562 
279 1.81531613E*  86 2.00719990 
280 3.64338343E*  86 !»00I}2«! 
281 7.31306911E*  86 2,00710900 
282 1.46779427E*   87 2,00708382 
283 2.94594944E* 87 2,0070'!5! 
284 5.91262069E* 87 2'00I°"!! 
285 1.18666830E*  88 2.00700934 
286 2.38162372E*  88 !«2!!J!5!!22 
287 4.77982888E*   88 2.00696099 
288 9.59281264E*  88 ?*90?!?"1 
289 1.92919S30E*  89 2.00691244 
290 3.86364894E*  89 2,00688863 
291 7.73382183E*  89 J'22J25?22 
292 1.55606914E*   40 ».«0*B«t50 
293 3.12274785E*  90 •••©••1»18I 



































































295 1.25758679E*  91 
296 2.52366123E*   9! 
297 5.06429777E* 91 
?9A 1.01625461E*  92 
299 2.03929934E*   92 
300 4.09217893E* 92 
101 8,2115l83SE* 92 
302 1.64773376E* 93 
103 3.30633S72E*  93 
304 6.634399B3E*  93 
305 1.33122564E*   94 
306 2.67114264E*   94 
307 5.35966799E*   94 
308 1.0754I013E*   95 
309 2.15777336E*  93 
310 4.32945288E* 93 
311 8.68671811E*  93 
312 1.74290808E*   96 
313 3.4969S710E*   96 
314 7.01612408E* 96 
313 1.40767478E*  97 
316 2.82424952E*   97 
317 5.66629898E*  97 
318 1,1S68197*E*  98 
319 2.28075949E*   98 
320 «,57575889E*   98 
321 9.17999761E*   98 
322 1.84169348E*   99 
323 3.69478290E* 99 











































































































































































































































































































































«15 2,34854088E*127 2.00481900 
u\h 4.70836379EM27 2,00480384 
(117 9.43929162E*127 2.00479233 
4)8 1,8911?till*til 2.00478087 
419 3,793767886*128 2.00476947 
020 7,60558700E*128 2.00475812 
021 1,5?472764E*129 2,00474683 
022 3.05667579E*129 2.00473559 
023 6.12779IS7EM29 2.00472440 
a24 1,2264«671E*130 2,00471327 
025 2.462669S1E6130 2.00470219 
026 4,93689242E*130 2.00469116 
027 9,89689043E»130 2,00468018 
026 1,98399920E*13! 2.00466926 
029 3.9772406JEM31 2,00465838 
030 7,97296574E*131 2.00464756 
031 1.59629004E4132 2.00463676 
032 3,203t7386E*H2 2.00462606 
033 6.4227J530E4132 2,00461538 
034 1,28750457E*11J 2,00460475 
035 2.58092418E41S3 2.00459418 
036 5.17367841EM3S 2.00458365 
037 1,03710169E*134 2.00457317 
038 2,07893541E*134 2.00456273 
039 4.16733467E*134 2.00455235 
000 8,35359783E*134 2,00454201 
001 1,67450518E*135 2,00453172 
002 3,35656160E*115 2.00452147 
003 6,72830569E*115 2,00451127 
000 1.34668963EM36 2.00450112 
005 2,703aj625E*136 2.00449101 
006 5,4!896648E*136 2.00448095 
007 1.08622009E+137 2,00447093 
008 2,17728577E*137 2.00446096 
009 4.36426274E+137 2,00445103 
050 6,74790784E*137 2,00444115 
051 1,75345804E*1S8 2,00443131 
05? 3,5146690SE*136 2.00442151 
053 7.04484395EM38 2,00441176 
050 1,41206996E*139 2.00440205 
055 2,S3034229E*139 2.00439238 
056 5.673089I0E*139 2.00438276 
057 1,13709888E*140 2.00437317 
058 2,27915949E*140 2.00436363 
059 4,5682«275E*140 2.00435413 
060 9,15633S06E*140 2.00434467 
061 1.83523612EM41 2.00433526 
06? 3,67841125E*141 2.00432588 
063 7.37270055EM41 2,00431654 
064 1,47771571E*142 2.00430725 
065 2.96178268E4142 2.00429799 
066 5,9362677tE*142 2.00428877 
067 1,18979403E*143 2,00427960 
068 2.3846690SE4143 2,00427046 
069 4,77950000E*143 '•00a?*i»« 
070 9t57932S89E*14S 2.00425230 
071 1,91992955E*144 2.00424328 
•72 3,B4798866E*144 2.00423429 
• 73 7.7122364SEM44 2.00422535 

















































































































































































































































535 4.021529032*163 2,00173599 
53* 8,05805448E*163 2.00372902 
537 1.614610171*1*4 2.00372208 
518 3,235218892*166 2.00371S17 
5S9 6,482434892*166 2.00370828 
540 1,29886640E*165 2.00370141 
941 2,60237164E*165 2.00369438 
54? 5,214T4096E*165 2.00368776 
543 1,04466772E*166 2.00368098 
544 2,093574532*166 2.00367421 
545 4,19482721E*166 2.00366748 
546 B,40301071E*166 2.00366076 
547 1.68407S40EM67 2.00369408 
548 3.37426932E*167 2.00364741 
549 6,76086367E*167 2.00364077 
550 1.35462974EM6S 2.00363416 
551 2,71417S4fE*168 2.00362736 
55? 5,4361730lE*16S 2.00362100 
555 1,08960060E*169 2.00361443 
554 2.18313243E«169 2.00360793 
555 4,37412728E*169 2.00360144 
556 B.76397940E*169 2,0035949* 
557 1,75394063E*170 2.00358831 
558 3.518171631*170 2,00338208 
559 7,04892313E*170 2,00357568 
560 t,4US0060E*171 2.00356930 
561 2,82«63316E«171 2.00356294 
562 5.66933022E*171 2,00353660 
565 1,13587882C*17I 2,00335029 
564 2,27378S20E*172 2,00354400 
565 4,559617532*172 2.00353773 
566 9,135337312*172 2,00353148 
567 1,63026791E*173 2,00332326 
568 3,66701671E*173 2.00351906 
569 7.34691322E*173 2.00351288 
570 1,47193940E*174 2,00350672 
571 2,949071S2E*174 2,00350058 
572 5,90844847E*176 2,00349446 
573 1,18373078E*175 2.00348837 
574 2,37162373E*171 2.00348229 
575 4,75149182E*175 2,00347624 
576 9,519472342*173 2.00347021 
577 1,90719220E*176 2,00346420 
578 3,82097989E*176 2,00343821 
579 7.6551507SE*176 2,00343224 
580 1,333668332*177 2.00344629 
581 3,072613012*177 2.00344036 
582 6.155778882*177 •••°!!!*!! 
583 1,233266321*178 2,00342857 
584 2,470733762*178 2.00342270 
585 4,949t4971E*lT8 2,00341689 
566 9,91678389E*178 '•2°i-iI2» 
567 1,98673366E*179 '••°!222?5 
588 3.980221092*179 2»00"!!:: 
589 7,9739M73E*179 !*?°"!!«? 
590 1,397«9141E*180 2*00"?I?i 
591 3,200369922*180 2,00338218 
592 6,411977872*180 5«222222!I 
593 1,284676782*181 M!S!I2T! 

























































































































995 5,155196776*181 2.005359*16 
996 1,03276831E*182 2,00335382 
997 2,06899456E*18« 2.00334821 
598 4,14490499E*182 2.00334261 
999 8,30S64171E*182 2.00333704 
600 1,6634446IE*18S 2.00333148 
»0t 3.33252205E*183 2.00332594 
tot 6.67610444E*18S 2.00332042 
603 1,33745497E*184 2.00331441 
604 2,67929609E*184 2.00330943 
603 5.367444442*184 2.00330396 
606 1,07525935E*185 2.00329851 
607 2,15405463E*185 2.00329308 
608 4,31»201UE*185 2.003287*7 
609 8.64456590E*185 2.00328227 
610 lf73lT4541E*186 2.00327489 
611 3,46915730E*186 2.00327153 
612 6,94964555E*186 2.00326619 
413 1.39219530EM87 2.00326086 
614 2,78892297E*187 2.00325556 
615 5.58691071EM87 2.00325027 
616 1,11919509E*188 2.00324499 
617 2,24201608E*188 2.00323974 
618 4,44128348E*188 2.00323450 
61* S,99707157E*188 2.00322927 
620 1,B02S1503E*189 2.00322407 
421 3.6104J151E+189 2.00321888 
62? 7.23246591EM89 2.00321371 
623 1,44881S76E*190 2.00320855 
624 2,90226867E*190 2.00320341 
625 5,81S81966E*190 2.00319829 
626 1,164420392*191 2.00319318 
627 2,33295371E*191 2.00318809 
628 4.67333327E*191 2.00318302 
629 9,36151823E*191 2.00317796 
630 l,875t7398E*192 2,00317292 
631 3,75648865E*142 8«8021*I5! 
632 7,52485865E*192 2.00316288 
633 1,507348002*143 2«O0*l!I5? 
634 3.01944854E*193 2.00315291 
635 6,04640217E*14S 2.00314795 
636 1,2U58145E*194 f«08*}!222 
637 2,42696443E*194 2.00313807 
638 4.861533942*144 2.00313315 
659 9,73827602E*194 •••5!!!!!! 
640 1,4506968SE*195 '•?*2!?2il 
641 3,907476922*195 *.0051t85I0 
642 7,62712034E*145 2.00311364 
643 1,567857372*196 '•fl0!!"f2 
644 3,14OS0134E*196 !*22,12i?3 
643 *,29089589E*196 2.00309917 
646 1,26012582E*197 !«2222M2« 
647 2,S2414492E*197 i«?°!!2!2! 
648 5.05687641E*147 !»22«22!Si 
649 1,012772592*198 2>.«030«008 
650 2,02865961E*19B !*225«3?lS 
651 4,0635488BE*198 S'^^IMT 
652 8.13955628E*198 **2°.^7« 
653 1.630402952*199 **22J«Ji5S 

















































































































































































































































715 8,231S4493E*217 2.002795*9 
716 1,64836717E*218 2.00279199 
717 3,3017I072E*218 2.00278810 
71S 6,61265421E*218 2.00278422 
7(9 1.324364392*219 2.00278035 
720 2,63241388E*214 2.00277649 
721 5.31218597E*2t9 2,00277264 
722 1,06390803E*220 2.00278880 
713 2,13073775E*220 2.00278497 
724 4.267S4887E6220 2.00276115 
729 8,546S6446E*220 2.00275735 
726 1.71166623E*221 2.00275355 
727 S,42803416E*221 2.00274977 
728 6,86349171E*221 2,00274399 
729 1.37448101E4222 2.00274223 
710 2,7517I718E*2M 2.00273847 
751 5,51448548E*222 2.00273473 
712 1,1043032SE*22S 2.00273099 
71! 2.2120187SE»223 2.00272727 
714 4,43006207E*223 2.00272353 
755 8.67217S27E4223 2.00271983 
736 lt77684448E*224 2.00271616 
717 3.536S086!E*224 2.00271247 
718 7.126656S2E4224 2.00270880 
714 1,42725416E*225 2.00270513 
700 2,85837403E*225 2.00270148 
741 5,724454»4E*225 2.00269784 
742 1,146434192*226 2,00269420 
745 2,29S9St96E*226 2.00269058 
744 4,59807509E*226 2.00268696 
749 9,20648S48E*226 2.00268336 
746 1,844163S3E*227 2.00267976 
747 3,6932660SE*227 2.00267618 
748 7.39640272E*227 2.00267260 
744 1,4812S467E*228 2,00266903 
750 2,96645760E*228 2.00266548 
711 5.9408117*E*228 2.00266193 
752 1,18974144E*224 2.00265839 
751 2,38264190E*229 2.00265486 
754 «,77160101E*229 2.00263134 
753 9,555836452*229 2.00264783 
756 1.913694l7E*230 2.00264433 
717 3,83244212E*230 2.00264084 
758 7,674491782*230 2.00263736 
75* 1,3S701466E*231 2.00263388 
760 S,0780S274E*231 '•*0!6!0!!2 
761 6,1642S152E*231 2.00262697 
762 1,23446751E*232 2,00262352 
761 2,47216943E*232 2.00262008 
764 «,95080749E*2S* 2,00261663 
763 9.91455303E*232 2.00261324 
766 1(96949813E*23S 2.00260983 
767 3,97617133E*233 2.00260642 
768 7,962692792*233 !«!*2£!z!a 
T69 1,594608581*234 2.00259965 
770 3,19335721E*234 2.0025962/ 
771 6,39499492E*234 2*00"!!« 
772 l.280654921*235 '•22I222 
771 ?,56462188E*233 ?«00f2!!f? 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(5; 1,94161846E*290 2.00209351 2.001 
«5(, 3,88729747E*290 2.00209132 2.001 
9S7 7,78271605E*290 2.00208913 2.001 
95« l.55816742E*29l 2.00208695 2.001 
W 3,11956329E*291 2.00208478 ?.001 
460 6,24566J46E*291 2.00208261 2.001 
4*1 1,2504320»E*292 2.00208044 2.001 
96? 2,50346288E*292 2.00207828 2.001 
46! 5,01212327E*292 2.00207612 2.001 
960 1,00S4641M*29S 2.00207397 2.001 
969 2,00900711E*29S 2.00207182 2.001 
966 4,02217262E*293 2.00206967 2.001 
967 8,05266124E*293 2.00206753 2.001 
968 1.61219545E4294 2.00206540 2.001 
969 3,227717J0E*294 2.00206327 2.001 
970 6,46208740E*294 2.00206114 2.001 
971 1,29374804E*295 2.00205902 2,001 
47? 2,590157202*295 2.00205690 2.001 
97! 5,18563664E*295 2.00205479 2.001 
974 1,03819177E*296 2.00205268 2.001 
975 2,07851245E*296 2.00205058 2.001 
476 4,16128269E*296 2.00204848 2.001 
977 8,33108097E*296 2.00204638 2.001 
978 1,66791931E*297 2.00204429 2.001 
974 3,339244852*297 2,00204220 2.001 
480 6,68530218E*297 2.00204012 2.001 
481 1,33842293E*298 2.00203804 2.001 
48? 2,67957084E*298 2,00203596 2.001 
48! 5,36459166E*298 2,00203389 2.001 
48(1 1,074008322*299 2,00203183 2.001 
985 2,15019664E*299 2.00202976 2.001 
486 4,30475527E*299 2.00202771 2.001 
987 8,61822650E*299 2,00202565 2,001 
988 1,72538929E*300 2.00202360 2.00 
984 3,45426637E*300 2.00202156 2.001 
940 6,91550910E*300 2.00201952 2.00 
941 1.38449701E4-301 2.00201748 2.00 
♦9? 2,77178441E*S01 2.00201545 2.00 
99! 5,549149*OE*301 2.00201342 2.00 
998 1,M094607E*302 2.00201139 2.001 
♦95 2,22412446E*302 2.00200937 
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It has been shown  that there are various ways  to find the roots 
of functions.     This  thesis has shown how to  form some of  the  iterative 
schemes and under what  conditions we can be guaranteed convergence. 
Programs were written  to illustrate and help facililate in the 
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